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About This Game

The game takes place in the year 3019, RRRR2 is the continuation of the game RRRR, now three super-soldiers Rabbit,
Raccoon and Deer are in a dangerous world full of dangers and deadly traps.

Find out the continuation of the history of RRRR, fight with alien enemies and dangerous robots. The game has more references
to famous characters :)

Each character can use two types of weapons, collect ammo jump starting from the vertical parts of the platforms.
In the game you have to look for hidden secrets, open doors, use various mechanisms. Robot Rabbit owns a super-attack, Robot

Raccoon can deadly act on an enemy at a short distance, Reindeer can search for hidden objects.
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Special features
- Control three characters one by one.

- Explore locations
- Three characters to control one by one

- Two types of weapons
- Hidden objects
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Title: RRRR2
Genre: Action, Adventure, Casual, Indie
Developer:
Dnovel
Publisher:
Dnovel
Franchise:
RRRR, RRRR
Release Date: 17 Apr, 2019
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Fun game, similar to Motorstorm. Not noted, but it does have gamepad support.

+Many vehicles and tracks.
+Good graphics for the time
+Good arcade style controls
+Fun and quick to pick up and play even if only have a few minutes
+Runs well on a decent PC.
I haven't played it in awhile, but believe it has controller support which is not mentioned.

Only minor issue is that it seems like the geography has too little impact on your vehicle, you can go through brush and not get
bogged down and barely seems like you are off the main track and don't seem to "feel" the bumps enough.

8/10 esp if can pick up on sale for under $10. The new Frederick builds upon the gameplay of the original, with two new notes
and new rhythm styles. This new game uses the same cutscene-then-song format, though (and horray for that!) The cutscenes
seem longer, the songs seem longer, but I think I prefer the classical remixes of the original. Having played through both games,
I can say that they work 100% perfectly on ubuntu linux. It took me a long time to warm up to the Frederick games, but these
have become some of my favorite games to play.

As if it were even possible, this game is even more demanding than the first. There are two levels, where there is simply no
pattern to the notes. The only way to mastery is through obscene memorization or lightning reflexes. For this reason, I believe
the original Frederick has better gameplay, even while this sequel is still very good. The original Frederic feels more fair, and I
only recommend Evil Strikes Back, after the reader has an appreciation for this type of gameplay from the original.

This game uses the Unity Game Engine. It takes 1,800 MBs of diskspace. I played this game with the keyboard only, with an
ubuntu linux desktop with radeon mesa graphic drivers. I recommend this game to anyone who can appreciate music, and it will
show them a deeper appreciation for music, tonality, and rhythm. The Frederic games are some of my favorite Steam games,
and I keep coming back to them again and again. I am very grateful for the experiences.. One of the Best Indie Games Ever !.
Boring generic platformer, levels, enemies and flow of the game is quite off. I found myself being both bored and frustrated
during the 30 min of my life that i wasted. With that stated I am surprised that capcom made this game, because it is so god
awful.
I guess you cant make megaman x without making a few duds.. Demands controller, turns beak up at Ps3 controller.

Not cool.. Great game. Love the Style, the comedy and the story. Id say its a buy at full price however there are some point
where your Skelepals decide to mosh pit you and drive you into fire... or jump off and see what the green mist smells like (death
pits have green mist). These moments will lead to some frustration, mainly when you have basically cleared the dungeon and
you die meaning you have to restart the level. These points besides it is a fun game :D. I am one of the early birds who have
supported the game. I have seen it being developed from the moment it went public. Even then, it was more of a finished game
than any other Early Access you can find around. One can really feel the devs putting in their minds and hearts for this game.
It is funny, interesting, surprising, adventurous. It makes you a fan in a short time, of course if you are into these kind of genres.
Most people have only one thing they don't like about it. You can't save in the middle of a mission. I am quite sure the devs are
thinking hard on this. Even without this, though some missions can be long and frustrating, this game is worth to spend your
time with it.. For a game that is just released i am very pleased with it. Sure it needs a few tweaks on the controller side.
Sensitivity has been changed for the controller. So now the game is perfect!
ive played it 4 hours and i have 6 different trucks for my employees and my self to work with.
Im loving this game!!. It's a fast paced cooking game that requires the user to multi task a variety of activities to keep the
customer happy. I love it so far and am looking forward to the new menu options.. Great game, but recently this expansion
refuses to open, but aside from that, it's awesome :D
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Used Many Times Works Great.
but it has given me only 1 problem
Blue Screen after Installing A Driver so needed to install a Fresh Install of WIn10 Happened Once

Great Place for your Drivers 10/9 Recommended. Because of some exclusivity nonsense, the Adam West Batman skin isn't
available by default. No recommendation just for pulling this crap on us.

Solution for now: Use the mod available. There is a video on Youtube on how to use the 1960's suit on PC for Story and Free
Roam.. Great game, I completed on Nintendo Switch but the graphics on PC with the settings in ultra and 4K looks astonishing
beautiful.
Is an uncommon hellish game full of color and impressive landscapes, the gameplay is really fun with puzzles, and the enemies
following and scaring you.
. Concept: Great
Execution: Decent
Price: since I got it with 85% discount - outstanding

What really made me buy this game was seeing developers communicating with people who posted their problems or criticism.

Keep it up guys, if this is your first game - I expect great future for you.. This game is not only Slow, Badly made and also bad
handling for the vehicles. It is unbelieveably unrealistic. This game is terrible for playing.. played 5 minutes and was already
bored. all you do is shoot power cells and kill robots thats it. i had a coupon for this game so i only paid 10 cents for and still it
wasn't worth it. infact even if it was free it would still not be worth it cause the game is so poorly programmed and it feels like
the dev didn't even try to make this game. this is nothing but a cash grab do NOT buy this game and do NOT support the
developer.. Funny, if you like wtf bugs,. Its not a bad game. Somewhat older graphics and style of gameplay. It seemed very
simplified game at first but later it becomes harder as you start to travel further from the begining. I realized later after
constantly dying often that this wasnt so simple of a game. Some creatures are extremely hard to kill, and the trick of running to
edge of the map to heal on the other side of the next map, is what I mostly did to try and survive. (that and to save often) Its a
worthy game in my opinion and I enjoyed very much. Just waiting for the next version to come out on steam.. Gameplay is fun
and action packed. Competive mode is cute. With more types of scenarios and enemies this could be a very awesome title. At
this point it is worth its price tag. Looking forward to new content.
PS:Dialogues seem as fi written by CleverBOT

R2-10L update:

 Added and revised levels, now there are 10 levels in the game!

 Improved game balance.

 RRRR2 supports the ability to play up to 3 people at one computer with support for 3 keyboards or 3 gamepads.

We continue to work on the achievements and balance of the game.
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